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1. Anywhere, Anytime Access: Perhaps the most attractive component of migrating to the cloud, is the fact that your data will be 
readily available to you and your people, whenever you need it, wherever you are.
2. Flexibility & Scalability: Depending on your business needs, and whether it is growing, moving or sizing down, the cloud 
provides the flexibility and scalability businesses will need now, and in the future. 
3. Technology: Our cloud solutions offer automated updates that are completed in the background, meaning you can get on with 
business as usual, while remaining up to date with the latest cloud technology.
4. Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery: A huge benefit of having cloud solutions is that you are protecting your business from 
the effects of a disaster. Not only can businesses utilise cloud for disaster recovery, they can also use it as business continuity, and 
get back up and running quickly in the event of a disaster. 
5. Collaboration: Business collaboration is made easier in the cloud, with the ability to work
using tools that facilitate easier communication and therefore productivity between employees.
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Cloud Hosting differs from traditional hosting in several ways. The benefits of Cloud Hosting as opposed to physical 
hosting include its reliability, scalability and affordability. Cloud Hosting is innovative technology that allows an 
unlimited number of machines to act as one system. Our local, Australian Cloud Hosting Solutions offer busin–esses 
security, flexibility and automation that has the ability to drive business efficiency and competitiveness. 

Our Web Hosting solutions gives clients the ability to create a presence on the internet, as well as the allocated 
storage space required to support website traffic and back end operations. A great advantage of having a website 
hosted by us, is the speed, protection and reliability offered by hosting your site in our highly secure Australian based 
data centre on fast redundant connections, keeping your site highly available and your end-users happy.

Hybrid Cloud often refers to a combination of a public cloud, private cloud and/or on-premises solutions. A great 
advantage of a Hybrid Cloud Solution, is that workloads can move between private and public clouds as computing 
needs and demands change - therefore allowing for greater flexibility and more data deployment options. Giving our 
clients the option of Hybrid Cloud ensures their businesses can change and grow without being restricted in this area.  

Offsite backups are used as data backup & disaster recovery measures. There are generally two reasons businesses 
employ offsite backup. Firstly, to secure data from malicious attacks, and secondly, to safeguard their data in case the 
primary site is damaged or destroyed. All of our clients backups are stored in a secure data centre in Australia. The 
benefit of implementing an offsite backup solution, is that it is fully automated protection for your business data.

Cloud migration is the process of moving business data, applications or other elements from a company's onsite 
computers to the cloud; or moving them from one cloud environment to another. Running off the cloud gives 
businesses a means of any where, any time access to business data. The security, mobility and efficiency of moving 
ones business to the cloud is rapidly becoming the new 'norm' of business operations. It is safe, reliable and even 
considered a competitive advantage.
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